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	In May 2019, we combined the operations of our Accessories and Premium Audio business to leverage
		our extensive distribution, logistics and marketing capabilities, and to expand with our retail and online
		channel partners. While we sell various products under a strong brand portfolio, consistently evolving to the
		meet the ever-changing needs of global consumers, we possess leading market share in the audio, reception,
		karaoke, and accessories fields, with a growing presence in the healthcare arena.


		In VOXX Consumer, we house the #1 premium loudspeaker company, Klipsch®, founded in 1946 in Hope
		Arkansas and headquartered today in Indianapolis, IN, along with the powerful audio brands of
		Acoustic Research®, Singsation, 808®, Magnat®, MacAudio, and
		Heco®. We offer a diverse range of premium audio products including speakers and headphones for
		almost any consumer and professional application, including cinema, whole-house, wireless, home theater and
		portable solutions, as well as our cutting-edge karaoke systems under our growing Singsation® brand.
		Over several decades, we have enjoyed market-leading positions in many of these audio categories, as well
		as in power and reception, with our RCA® and Terk® brands leading the
		way.


		Our customers include many of the big-box retailers, specialty retail chains, audio and sound dealers, and online
		market places. We have also formed several partnerships, enabling us to expand our distribution network and enter new
		growth categories. One of the more exciting developments is our entrance into the healthcare market, where we
		distribute wearable devices at retail and leverage our logistics capabilities for various healthcare companies
		and both leading and emerging consumer companies, such as Apple, Fitbit, Samsung, Garmin, Reemo Health,
			and Striiv, among others. As a HIPPA-compliant company with extensive expertise in compliance,
		sourcing and logistics, opportunities for expansion are growing.


		For more information on our list of services and capabilities for the healthcare market, please
		click here.
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VOXX Partner Relationships
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VOXX CONSUMER PRODUCT PORTFOLIO



	
		
				Digital HD Antennas and Reception Product
	Google® Play Speakers
	Alexa Bluetooth Speakers
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	OTC Hearing Aids
	Cables and Connectivity
	Charging Stations
	Wall Plate Chargers
	Wallmounts
	Surge Protectors
	Cleaning and Care
	Home Theater Systems
	Floorstanding Speakers
	Bookshelf Speakers
	Satellite Speakers


		

		
				Cinema and Commercial Speakers
	Surround Sound Speakers
	On-wall Speakers
	Subwoofers
	Amplifiers
	Wireless Speaker Kits
	Personal Music Systems
	Soundbars
	Computer Speakers
	Architectural Speakers
	In-wall Speakers
	In-ceiling Speakers
	Outdoor Speakers and Subwoofers
	In-ear headphones
	On-Ear Headphones
	Gaming Headphones
	Cinema Speakers
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	Distributed Audio
	Medical Wearable Devices
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